Fabulous Flowers
Purpose

Background Information

The purpose of this lesson is to
review the functions of flowers
and to help students understand
that some flowers are edible.

Flowers are the reproductive parts of plants. Some flowers have
DPMPSGVMQFUBMTBOEGSBHSBODFTUIBUBUUSBDUQPMMJOBUPSTTVDIBTCFFT 
įJFT CVUUFSįJFT BOENPUIT.PTUįPXFSTQSPEVDF
TFFET XIJDIEFWFMPQJOUIFPWBSZPG UIF
fertilized flower. When planted in the proper
environment seeds grow into new plants
and the ripened ovary becomes the
fruit.

Time
Teacher preparation:
30 minutes

'MPXFSTPG TPNFQMBOUTBSFFEJCMF 
JODMVEJOHCSPDDPMJ DBVMJįPXFS BOE
artichokes. Broccoli and cauliflower flowers
are called “heads” and are usually eaten
BMPOHXJUIUIFJSTUFNT XIFSFBTBSUJDIPLFT XIJDI
BSFBDUVBMMZUIFCVETPG įPXFST BSFFBUFOXJUIPVUUIFTUFNT0UIFS
įPXFSTTVDIBT[VDDIJOJBOEPSDIJEįPXFST BSFDPOTJEFSFEBEFMJDBDZ
in some parts of the world.

Student activities:
40 minutes

Materials
For the class:
Broccoli

Students should be warned that some flowers are poisonous and they
TIPVMEOFWFSFBUBOZUIJOHUIFZBSFVOTVSFPG VOMFTTJUJTBQQSPWFECZB
responsible adult.

Cauliflower
Vase

Procedure

Vegetable dip
Cotton balls spray painted
yellow (pollen)

1. Review and discuss the reproductive functions of flowers with the
DMBTT5IFGMPXFSBUUSBDUTQPMMJOBUPST TVDIBTJOTFDUTBOECJSET BOE
makes seeds that will grow into new plants. Ask your students to
describe characteristics of flowers and make a list on the board.

Straws (bee proboscis)
Flowers

 Ask students if they know what a pollinator is. Explain that
pollinators are animals that move pollen from the male part
of flowers to the female part of flowers. Most plants require
pollination to reproduce. Ask students if they can think of any
examples of pollinators.
3. Play the Bee Pollination Game outside. Half the class will play the
role of a bee and half will play the role of a flower. The “flowers”
XJMMFBDITUBOEPVUTJEFIPMEJOHBGMPXFS EBJTZ SPTF PSBOPUIFS
flower that is available) and a yellow cotton ball for pollen. “Bees”
will each have a half of a straw for their proboscis. Bees will also
IBWFBDPUUPOCBMM XIJDISFQSFTFOUTQPMMFOUIBUTUVDLUPUIFNBT
they were visiting flowers. Explain that bees must fly around the
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Fabulous Flowers
Content Standards

garden looking for flowers so they can drink their nectar. Bees will
go from flower to flower and pretend to drink nectar with their
straw proboscis. At each flower “bees” and “flowers” are to trade
“pollen” (cotton balls). Explain that as bees are busy gathering
GMPXFSOFDUBSGPSGPPE UIFQPMMFOBDDJEFOUBMMZHFUTTUVDLPOUIFJS
legs or fuzzy body and this is how they end up carrying pollen
GSPNPOFGMPXFSUPBOPUIFS UIVTQPMMJOBUJOHUIFGMPXFSTTPUIFZDBO
EFWFMPQGSVJUBOETFFET"UUIFFOEPG POFSPVOE IBWFTUVEFOUT
switch roles so everyone gets a chance to be the flower and the bee.

Grade 2
Science 3e
Next Generation Science
-4
Health 1.7N

4. "SSBOHFCSPDDPMJ BSUJDIPLFT BOEDBVMJGMPXFSJOBWBTFPG XBUFS
Tell your students that you received a beautiful bouquet of flowers.
4IPXUIFNZPVSCPVRVFU%JTDVTTUIBUCSPDDPMJ DBVMJGMPXFS BOE
artichokes are flowers that people eat.

English Language Arts
Ũ Reading Informational
Text 7

5. %SBXUIFMJGFDZDMFPG CSPDDPMJPOUIFCPBSE#FHJOXJUIUIFTFFE 
XIJDIHSPXTJOUPBQMBOUXJUIMFBWFT UIFOTIPXUIFCVETPOUIF
IFBEPG BCSPDDPMJGMPXFS UIFOUIFGMPXFSJOHCSPDDPMJQMBOU BOE
then back to the seed. Show students the stage at which we pick the
CSPDDPMJUPFBU KVTUCFGPSFJUGMPXFST

Grade 3
Science 3a
Next Generation Science
3.LS1-1

6. Cut the broccoli and cauliflower into bite-sized pieces. Distribute
them with vegetable dip and have the students taste the flowers.

English Language Arts
Ũ Reading Informational
Text 7
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Fabulous Flowers
Conclusion
Flowers are the reproductive parts of plants. Flowers attract pollinators
and the flowers of certain plants are edible.

Variation
Have students draw the life cycle of broccoli with you as you
draw it on the board. Ask students to draw a bee at the stage in
broccoli development when pollination would occur.

Extensions
Have students make prints with an artichoke. Cut the artichoke
JOIBMG MFOHUIXJTF EJQUIFBSUJDIPLFJOQBJOU BOEUIFOQSFTTJUPO
construction paper.
Invite a flower farmer into your classroom. Have the farmer
discuss the flower operation and bring several examples of
flowers for display. Contact your local county Farm Bureau for
possible guest speakers.
Place the stem of a whole head of broccoli in a vase of water to
see if the flowers will bloom.
Have students research pollinators and invite a beekeeper into
your classroom. Contact your local county Farm Bureau for
possible guest speakers.
Go to your local supermarket or nursery and obtain flowers that
are no longer sellable. Have the students dissect the flowers and
JEFOUJGZUIFQBSUT3FGFSUP'MPXFS)PVSMFTTPO JOWhat do Plants
Need to Grow? unit from CFAITC.
www.LearnAboutAg.org/lessonplans

ELL Adaptations
Model the Think, Pair, Share method: Have students turn to a
QBSUOFSBOETBZ Ś8IZBSFCFFTJNQPSUBOU ś5IFJSQBSUOFSUIFO
SFTQPOET Ś#FFTBSFJNQPSUBOUGPSQPMMJOBUJOHNBOZQMBOUTś
This lesson involves kinesthetic activities to help all students
understand the role of bees in pollination by acting out the
process.
XXX-FBSO"CPVU"HPSH
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